‘SafeBet Hidden Fencing’ keeps pets in the yard
These days people don’t need a wooden or metal neighbors.
As well as keeping pets in the yard, SafeBet also
Hidden Fence’s collar interacts with a boundary of offers solutions inside the home, in the form of small
fence to keep their pet out of the pound. In fact the best
way to ensure the family dog doesn’t become the neigh- wire installed into the ground. The process of setting up battery powered units which will safeguard anything
borhood stray can’t be seen at all.
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thing, Badour has pet owners in
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door,” said Badour.
chain link fence will work either.
Customers can either make a
Dogs can climb over them or dig Randy Badour, started SafeBet Hidden Fencing in Michigan five years ago. He and his dog one time purchase or schedule
under them or someone will make Kramer, will help you keep your pet where it belongs.
regular deliveries of a wide array
the mistake of leaving the gate
of high quality products.
open. I’ve had plenty of calls to go put in an electric the wire takes between two and four hours. Badour and
People are so busy now they don’t want to mess
his crew slice open the ground in order to thread Hid- with buying pet food. Whatever they need just comes
fence inside their fence.”
With Hidden Fence, the dog is fit with a collar which den Fence across the yard. The grass makes a complete automatically and they don’t even have to think about
emits a warning sound when the animal wanders too recovery within days of installation.
it,” said Badour.
“We’re a local business. I think we offer a little more
close to the boundaries specified at installation. If the
Safebet is most proud of making pet protection
animal continues towards the boundaries the collar de- personal touch for the customer. We’re available when and training products more affordable for everyone.
the customer calls and we’re there the same day doing
livers a mild corrective stimulation.
SafeBet Hidden Fencing is available for appointments
“Depending on the dog, you are talking about two whatever they need, from any problems they have with
year round, Monday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
to four weeks for training. Once they hear that warning the system to training their dog,” said Badour.
Please call (810)-654-9377 or visit them at
All of Badour’s packages include up to one acre of www.safebethiddenfence.com to set up an installation time.
tone that is all it takes,” said Badour, who uses Hidden
Fence to keep his dog, Kramer, from terrorizing the Hidden Fence wiring.

